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1. Please give us 6 DTPILLAR address to petb on to interested

S. It is believed to be inadvisable at this time to consider sendine,
a MILLAR' representative to E., 3 without reference tor_ j1 on
the grounds that it would engender sufficient L_ jantagonisa to
discourage ablC	 Malan from approaching his. Moreover, it is
impossible to by-past Ti on the matter of visas.

3. It is suggested that DTPILT AR set up an

-.7	

Crn 11 hcie in L._ i
with

711
staffed wi one or tw- mtelVOS. Bev	 ku	 mai hind. insofar as

C-possible, one or more 4 C.	 ' CI.	 :), L --,:), etc.
While it is unlikely that a big-name	 ._-47could come, it coula
probably he arranged for a representative of a big dame such as
Identity (4). However, there might be difficulties in sending any-
one presently inC: -0 because of recent mobilisation restrictions
on travel. If this difficulty is not overcomes MILLAR may well
be able to interest the person mentioned in Saig 249, para. 7, who is
now in New Jersey.

4. In discussions withC____. 	 1* Icao suggeated that, XI_
return to HTOURIO sere approved, C_,..ut could stop over long enoj
to make some contacts with some of the CI__ _3pre64atly residing
in HTCURIO. In many AociS, this latter group would better serve the
purpose than others.

5. A ynni.I.ARE ;) Hqs inc._ C) shoula also have a radio outlet
as well as booster facilitie6 for their HICUBIO broadcsets. The
'ACACIA stations ofC: 	 could put out ample publicity for this
md also do some primitive audience-reaction work.

6. Lastly 6nU by fJr the moot important point, LITFILLAA shouic come

out with a
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out with a Aron; poaitive, lighting program which woala be given
maximum publicity throuahoull_ 	 j perhaps aaaetaina like thiei

(a) We nave no &Kb to grina.

(b) We are not interested in pradotins any one country or coup.

(e) We are not out to encourage a narrow type of nutionaliam such
as has led ao wars between states in the pat.

(d) We are not plugging socialism, capitalism, republicanism,
monarchy, communiam or any other oreanizational form of'
government or society.

(e) Rather, we intend to promote, propagate and encourage the
basic principles of individual freedom, the idea of individual
worth, justice, respect for lax, rule by govermuent respon-
sible to the people, civic morality, civic onSer, &money.
We intend to oppose with ell out remources exploitation of
the individual by governments, groups or parties, oppreaaion
end lawless rule, dictatorship whether by monarchs* groups or
parties, even where those partite' claim they repreeent the
people. In short, we seek to spreaa the principles which
enable all peoples of all races and color to live in amicable
understanding in the same world with one another, and this

must be accompanied by a rootina out of everything contrary to thee.,
principles.

The program, in short, must be sufficiently Lroaa to attract everyone
whom we -*fah to Attract, and sufficiently positive to give it purpose
and direction. And it must be well flavored with E. revolutionary qpirit
so as to capture the dominant notion of (C._ ,L.1. Give it guts. Min
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